
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAST® LSXR™ 102mm Intake Manifold Runner Sets 
 

Memphis, TN – Due to a patented removable runner design and the introduction of two additional runner sets, LSXR™ 

102mm Intake Manifolds from FAST® now have the capability to shift torque and horsepower gains to a higher RPM than 

the original version, making them the most flexible options on the market.  

 

In addition to the original FAST® LSXR™ 102mm Intake Manifold & Runner Set, High HP and Race versions are now 

available. The new interchangeable, complementing runners are designed specifically for LS3, L99, L76 and L92* 

engines that are built for high performance applications.  

 

The High HP Runner Set is based on Daytona Prototype intakes and utilizes newly designed runners, which are shorter 

and straighter than conventional versions. The High HP version has been proven to make 8-10 horsepower over the 

original LSXR™ manifold with a 500-1000 RPM shift up in peak horsepower on LS3 performance engines. However, it 

maintains all of the same features and benefits of the standard LSXR version.  

 

The Race Runner Set features a short and straight runner design that rivals aluminum four-barrel intakes on horsepower 

potential. This manifold setup utilizes a race version of standard runners designed for all-out high RPM performance. It is 

ideal for race vehicles with serious performance modifications and race converters. The Race version provides a 15-30 

horsepower gain with a 1000-2000 RPM shift up in peak horsepower, but will lose some low-end torque. 

 

The runners are interchangeable and available in kits so manifolds may be configured as the original LSXR™ with 

standard street runners, or the new HP or Race models. A master kit is also available featuring an intake manifold 

assembly and all three runner options.  

 
 *L92 requires engine accessory modifications. 

 

 
 

Media Contact: Dan Hodgdon, dhodgdon@compcams.com,  
901.795.2400, ext. 1237. 

 
About FAST™ 

In 2001, FAST® was acquired by the COMP Performance Group™ and moved its headquarters to Memphis, TN, to become the popular electronics company that we 

know today. After more than a decade in the performance aftermarket industry, FAST™ is the recognized leader in advanced EFI technology. Now, not only does 

FAST® offer the components to adapt virtually any engine to fuel injection, it is also an emerging force in the ignition market. With the latest in easy-to-use electrical 
components, the experts at FAST® have everything that you need to make high-tech horsepower.  Additional information about FAST® and its products can be found at 

www.fuelairspark.com or at 1.877.334.8355. Also visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FASTWins, on Twitter at twitter.com/FASTEFI or on YouTube at 

CPGNationTV.com. 

Quick Facts 
 

Product: LSXR™ 102mm Intake Manifolds Runner Sets 

Part Numbers: 146070 (High HP), 146071 (Race)  

Street Price: $359.99  
 

Social Media Pitch: FAST® LSXR™ 102mm Intake 

Manifolds can be used w/ 3 different runner sets for tuning 

airflow characteristics to your level of engine mods  
 

Features & Benefits: 

 Standard runners can be used w/ stock or mild vehicles; 

High HP & Race runners are shorter & straighter than 

conventional to improve high-RPM HP & torque 

 High HP option makes 8-10 HP over original LSXR™ 

manifolds; Race setup makes 15-30 more HP 

 Runners are interchangeable & available in kits – allow 

manifold to be configured as original, High HP or Race 
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